Variance Explanation Reports

Each quarter, the Board releases a Variance Explanation report on the Regulated Price Plan. This report analyzes the factors that have contributed to the difference between the forecast electricity prices that RPP consumers currently pay and the actual cost to supply those consumers. The appendix includes monthly values for the various factors dating back to the introduction of the RPP.

- Quarterly Variance Explanation (May 09 - October 09) - posted Nov 25-09
- Quarterly Variance Explanation (May 09 - July 09) - posted Sep 3-09
- Quarterly Variance Explanation (February 09 - April 09) - posted May 29-09
- Quarterly Variance Explanation (November 08- January 09) - posted Mar 2-09
- Quarterly Variance Explanation (August - October 08) - posted Dec 1-08
- Quarterly Variance Explanation (May - July 08) - posted Sep 4-08
- Monthly Variance Explanation (April 08) - posted May 20-08
- Monthly Variance Explanation (March 08) - posted Apr 25-08
- Monthly Variance Explanation (January 08) - posted Feb 25-08
- Monthly Variance Explanation (December 07) - posted Jan 29-08
- Monthly Variance Explanation (November 07) - posted Dec 24-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (October 07) - posted Nov 26-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (September 07) - posted Oct 22-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (August 07) - posted Sep 24-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (July 07) - posted Aug 22-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (June 07) - posted Jul 27-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (May 07) - posted Jun 26-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (April 07) - posted May 23-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (March 07) - posted Apr 18-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (February 07) - posted Mar 26-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (January 07) - posted Feb 22-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (December 06) - posted Jan 22-07
- Monthly Variance Explanation (November 06) - posted Dec 21-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (October 06) - posted Nov 27-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (September 06) - posted Oct 23-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (August 06) - posted Sep 27-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (July 06) - posted Aug 22-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (June 06) - posted Aug 1-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (May 06) - posted Jun 28-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (April 06) - posted May 26-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (February 06) - posted Mar 28-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (January 06) - posted Feb 23-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (December 05) - posted Jan 24-06
- Monthly Variance Explanation (November 05) - posted Dec 23-05
- Monthly Variance Explanation (October 05) - posted Dec 7-05